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A Message from Skizzleplex’s New Owner.
G’day I’m Rupert Murdoch. As some of you may have heard I
have landed in a heap a’ dingo poo recently because of an over
reaction to some harmless phone hacking. I’ve had to shut
down the 168-year-old British tabloid News of the World, which
leaves a gaping hole in my publishing Empire. It is due to
these circumstances that I announce that I have acquired
Skizzleplex. This news publication is primarily photocopy and
internet based which means it doesn’t have to abide by any
laws, be they man’s or of the bestial variety. This will allow me
to pursue any story I like with out having to trouble my prune like Australian head with accidentally
committing a crime.
It’s a brand new day for this wrinkly bloke from down under as I set sail as the new captain of the SS
SkizzlePlex with periodic cries of “News Ho!” I hope the lot of you will climb on board and join me on
this SkizzleCruise. As an added incentive, if you present this edition of Skizzleplex at any Outback
Steak House™ you are entitled to a FREE Bloomin’ Onion™ with any purchase of entrée tucker (not
to be applied with any other Skizzlplex coupons).
BTW if you read this whole statement I’ve already hacked your phone. Ha ha! You’ve been
buggered!
Rupert Murdoch (or Kyle McCulloch, whoever’s taller)

“I never thought about a woan's right to choose too much until I
contemplated how it affected me. Over the years I've forced 17
women to get an abortion after I have gotten them pregnant. But I
never thought about the fact that's 17 kids who would have to buy
me a present on Father's Day. And if those 17 kids pooled their
money, they could totally buy me a PS3. That's when I realized I
am pro-life.”
-Wilfred Brimley, no relation to Wilford Brimley (pictured)

Reminder: The Issue 2 Reader Poll is closed! You lost!
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“Ben Hoffman’s Documentary Reviews”
I love documentaries. My friend Craig loves documentaries as well so we like to go see them
together. In this issue, I will review the last four we saw.
“The Greatest Movie Ever Sold” – (Dir. Morgan Spurlock) Even though I owed Craig money at the
time, when I offered to buy the tickets Craig told me to “go fuck [my]self” since he thought it was a
trick to steal Arclight points. Arclight points can be redeemed for refreshments as well as for free
movie tickets at any Arclight location. Craig bought the tickets and I had to pay him back the money I
owed him PLUS the movie ticket. This seemed unnecessary to me but Craig said the Arclight points
he gained counted as interest on the money I owed him. To help even things out, Craig gave me a
ride and he parked in the lower level, even though the sign says it is not for Arclight customers.
Craig said “they never check” and “if you don’t park in the lower level you’re a chump.” This movie
was not very good.
“Beats, Rhymes & Life: The Travels of a Tribe Called Quest” – (Dir. Michael Rapaport) Craig drove
again and texted me to “hurry the fuck up” even though I was already waiting outside. On the drive
there, Craig told me I needed to “stop trying to bang dumb blondes who I have no shot at anyway.” I
argued that I didn’t do that. He told me I should “settle down with a fat chick,” even though we both
agreed that the “fat chick” he was referring to was not very nice. This kind of got me freaked out so I
went to the bathroom during the film and looked at myself in the mirror. I agreed with Craig that I was
not particularly attractive and was so depressed that night I had to take an Ambien to fall asleep.
This film was not very well made and there was a lot of African stuff in it that made me feel like a
honky.
“Page One: Inside the New York Times” – (Dir. Andrew Rossi) This was the second time in a week
that Craig referred to me as a “hockey puck” in his texts. I’m still not sure if this is a reference to my
round face. If so, I should refer to him as a hockey puck, but it seems like a weird thing for two
people to be calling each other. After the film we had dinner and he claimed it was the first burger he
had ordered in six years. I said that this was “bullshit” and he got defensive about it. Later that night,
for no reason, he sent me a text that read: “Do you believe in ghosts?” I usually don’t respond to
texts like this because they’re pointless but this one I didn’t respond to because I honestly didn’t have
an answer. My real answer is probably “no,” but if there are ghosts I don’t want that text on record.
This was my favorite of the films we saw this month.
“Tabloid” – (Dir. Errol Morris) Once again, Craig called me a hockey puck in his text and I forgot to
ask him about it. Obviously, doing a Google search for “hockey puck” won’t give me any answers
and the results will just be websites about hockey and hockey pucks. The movie was at Sunset 5
and Craig walked into the film with a giant bag full of groceries from Trader Joe’s, which I didn’t know
they let you do. In the bag was a giant bottle of pomegranate juice, which Craig said “is good for
your nutsack.” At one point in the film someone used the word “agoraphobic” and Craig pointed at
me. Afterward we went to Trader Joe’s (the second time Craig had been there in two hours). Trader
Joe’s was playing “Sowing the Seeds of Love” by Tears for Fears and Craig shook his head and said
very loudly that “[he] could do without ever hearing this fucking song again” and pointed out
(correctly) that “Sowing the Seeds of Love” is a very long song. Later that night Craig texted me to
say,“[The] rock n roll circus is probably the best all around music DVD ever.” I found “Tabloid” to be
enjoyable and we both agreed that we would have sex with the woman in it when she was younger,
but now that she’s old we’d only have sex with her “in a pinch” or “if [we] were drunk.”
Craig and I saw one scripted film as well. The film was “Midnight in Paris” by Woody Allen. That day
was the first time Craig called me a hockey puck.
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“We did it!”

“I'm Not Dead Yet”– by my Granny Fanny

Well, we dared to dream the
impossible dream and I am happy to
report there was, indeed, a pot of
gold at the end of this rainbow and
that pot of gold can store over 8
twelve ounce bottles of beer or
almost 14 cans of soda!
If I'm getting too poetic for the
dummies in my audience to follow
along: I got my mini fridge!
You see, what poor, naïve Lindsay
wasn't planning on was me finding a
loophole in our agreement. She said
that I could not BUY a mini fridge.
But thanks to a generous donation
from my friend Bordo, I did not have
to buy anything!
Take that, Lindsay! That'll show you,
next time you want to squash my
dreams and impose your will upon
me, for the sake of your decorating
sense!
To put it lightly, I am ecstatic.
I no longer have to fear a surprise
rape when I bend over to get an ice
cold beer, because the mini fridge is
positioned perpendicularly to all
doors and windows. Where is the
rapist going to come from, Lindsay?
The oven?? Now who's being a
ridiculous idiot, huh, Lindsay? Not
me, sucker! Not me.

Well, after a one
month hiatus, I'm
back. My asshole
grandson and his
family tried to pull
the plug on me,
but when they
realized I had
given all my
money to Donald
Trump's
presidential
campaign and there was a $35 corpse removal fee,
they quickly plugged me back in. Apparently, I handed
in the same article twice to the bigshot Skizzleplex
“editor” and he took the opportunity to have me
declared non compos mentis because of it. I say, the
world could do with hearing about what a whore that
Lady Gaga is twice, if not, three times! Jesus, don't get
me started on that fucking Lady Gaga. That bitch is
crazy! Personally, I would have dropped that slut and
her meat dress off at that kennel of Michael Vick’s and
let those poor dogs have at it! By the way, that was
from those two articles I wrote that ol' George
Dennison Prentice (look him up) didn't deem fit to be
printed in this two bit rag. I guess he needed to make
room for those asinine inventions of his and thought,
“what the hell, I might as well try to murder a sweet,
sassy old woman while I'm at it!” I swear to God, I
should probably be proud of him that he showed any
initiative at all. When he was growing up, he broke his
leg on this big skiing vacation that they didn't take me
along on and they gave him this urinal bedpan thing
and when his leg healed, he would still use it to take a
piss at night because he was so lazy! I'm not lying!
Even when he was getting urine all over the bed,
because his penis was too small to fit in the thing
properly, he didn't even care! He would just put down
some towels. And who do you think would have to
wash those towels? Well, the maid of course. But I
would have to supervise her. But that's a story for
another time. Hopefully these dimwits won't realize I
have $2 million in gold hidden in a Swiss account and I
will be able to tell you all about it.
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HARMAGEDDON! by Kyle
McCulloch

Sacramento
California legislators today warned of
the dangers of living in this state. A
study released today shows that
there is a high probability of being
harmed, not only physically but also
emotionally, if you venture outside.
Politicians are asking all residents to
stay home this weekend and then
continue to stay home.
The California legislature released a
statement, which reads, in part, “For
the well being of every resident of
the state of California we suggest
that you stay at home and avoid any
contact with anyone including,
telephone, USPS, email, blogs,
skype etc. We feel it is best for the
state that everyone go to bed and
stay there for the rest of their lives
unless, of course, you are afraid of
dying in bed, in which case we
advise you to sleep on the floor”.

Eric Remembers
When I was a kid, I
remember always
having a corncob pipe. It
was a real pipe it didn't
blow bubbles or
anything like that. I don't
really know why my
parents gave me a
corncob pipe, I guess it
was so that I could
pretend to be smoking? I guess they thought it
was cute to have their four-year-old son pretend
to smoke a pipe, I don't know. That is the only
thing I can think of. Nowadays, they would
probably be locked in the slammer. I think this is
a fitting punishment.

I like to tell
children that I
have cookies for
dinner to make
them jealous.

Harmageddon is expected to last
from this weekend to the end of time.

“Reader’s Poll”
What should it be called when you take a shit and you don't realize there's already toilet paper in
there and the paper forms a raft under the poop and because it floats on the surface, it stinks more
than usual.
A.) The unsinkable Molly Brown? (I have heard this term used to describe a tenacious piece of feces,
which due to its size refuses to allow itself to be flushed down the drain.)
2.) The Tom Hanks?
D.) The Huck Finn? (I hesitate to include this because of the possible racial connotations that could
be misconstrued.)
ANSWER: 2 - NONE OF THE ABOVE. DUE TO THE FACT THAT THE UNSINKABLE MOLLY
BROWN IS ALREADY TAKEN, THE TOM HANKS MAKES NO SENSE AND THE HUCK FINN IS
RACIST (EVEN THOUGH MY ANALOGY STEMS FROM A RAFT AND NOT A BLACK PERSON
YOU RACIST ASSHOLE)... THE ANSWER IS THE KATHY BATES. BECAUSE SHE PLAYED THE
UNSINKABLE MOLLY BROWN IN THE 1997 FILM TITANIC AND SHE PROBABLY SMELLS BAD.
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PET CORNER!!!
-BY ERICA RIVINOJA

SCOOTER NEEDS A
HOME!

(Pictured: Scooter.)
(Not pictured: Cat, Snake.)
Are you tired of a being a lonely, childless fuck? Are you looking
for companionship to silence the sad, suicidal voices in your head?
Have you ever thought about a pet? Or suicide? Let’s discuss getting a
pet, since this is pet corner. (Please refer to Suicide Corner for
alternatives.)
Let’s weigh the pros and cons of the two most popular pets: CATS and
SNAKES! Cats are lovable and furry. Snakes are lovable, but often have
a distinctly snake smell. Cats do not smell like snakes.
Cats sometimes smell like cat piss. But cat piss sometimes smells like
snakes. Snakes sometimes smell like snake piss, or regular piss.
What does snake piss smell like? Corn. Snakes are allergic to pine nuts,
and not recommended for pine nut farmers.
Cats talk shit about you.
Snakes do not talk shit about you. In fact, Snakes are good at
keeping secrets, but will often fuck your wife. This can be good or
bad, because they do keep it a secret. Cats tend to shit in litter boxes.
Snakes tend to shit other snakes. Cats are good pets if you also have a
gazelle. Snakes are not good pets if you also have a gazelle. Gazelles
are good pets, but do talk shit about you.
Some cats grant wishes. Snakes have best friends who are wizards..
If you do go with a cat, here are some popular names: Snickers,
Snooky, Crumpets, Whiskers, Chunk, Boodles, Gimpy, Norm,
Pussypants.
And popular names for snakes: Voldemort, Hildegoth, Wimbeldon, Saint
Croix, Jabberwock, Xerces, Dragamoon, Albert, Snakey.
Good luck in your pet quest!

“You know that Beach Boys song, Kokomo?
That's not even a real place! They just made it
up! They are liars!”–Myself at age 14.
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This adorable 2-3 year
old sweetheart was
rescued from the
shelter on the day he
was supposed to be
put to sleep. So happy
to be alive, he’s
incredibly grateful,
loving, and gentle. He
definitely needs
training and
socialization, but with a
little work, he’s going
to make such a great
dog! Please give
Scooter a home. 1,240
Marlboro miles will go
to whoever adopts this
cutie. Please contact
Elizabeth Tippet,
tippet@gmail.com.
(SCOOTER IS A
REAL DOG. PLEASE
HELP FIND HIM A
GOOD HOME. THIS
IS NOT A JOKE. THIS
IS REAL.)

THE LIFE & TIMES OF BENJI
- By Paul Scheer
1972 - Born in New York City as Benny Jacob Lefkowitz
1973 - Changes name.
1974 - Stars in "Benji", beating out Peter Fonda for the titular role.
1975 - Poses for Playgirl.
1978 - Writes and stars in "Benji's Own Christmas." Original Title:
"No Jews for the Holidays."
1979 - Famously bites Grace Jones at Studio 54 also stars in "Benji
at Work" directed by Stanley Kubrick.
1980 - Stars with Chevy Chase in "Oh Heavenly Dog", supposedly
gets Chevy addicted to pain pills.
1981 - Stars in "Benji Takes a Dive at Marineland", rumor has it the
entire film is a dog lookalike.
1981 - Arrested for planning and taking part in "the most dangerous
game", hunting humans. Charges are dropped when the victims
mysteriously drop lawsuits.
1982 - Stars in "Benji, The Hunted."
1983 - Sends Jimmy JJ Walker to accept his Emmy to make a point
about animal racism.
1984 - Is caught by the Enquirer in a S&M 3-Way with Airwolf star
Jan Michael Vincent and Morris The Cat.
1985 - Drives his corvette off a cliff. Survives but loses his ability to
bark. Falls into a deep depression.
2002 - Writes a book "Million Little Pieces" under the pen name James Frey.
2011 - Cancels last minute and refuses to appear on Oprah's final show, Oprah must go on without a
guest.

Debt Ceiling
-By Kyle McCulloch
The debt ceiling is all anyone has
been talking about but the one
thing no one seems to want to
talk about is what happens if the
debt ceiling is raised. Will it be an
open construction that allows us
to see some natural timber
framing with stylish halogen
lighting or are they just going to
raise it a few feet and stick in
some shitty home depot canned
lights?
Let's hope it's the former and not
the latter.
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My Privileged Youth
The night before my maid comes, I piss all over the toilet
seat and jam a bunch of my pubes in the shower drain. I
also make sure to keep my muddy shoes on and track dirt
all over the apartment because I want her to work for her
$24. After all, what the hell am I paying her for if I have to
bend over and pick up my own garbage that just I threw
on the floor right now?

What Will Your Legacy Be?
By John Marshall
One time I was on a train and an old man sat next to me. He had a leaky plastic bag of grapes
and kept asking me if I wanted one. I kept saying no but he kept offering them anyway. He’s
probably dead now, and my entire memory of this guy is what he did with grapes. In his lifetime
he could have won a Nobel Prize, invented a new sump pump, fathered 15 kids or stolen a car,
but the only thing I know about him is the way he stuck his hand in that bag, where the grapes
blended with his liver spots. To me, that’s his “legacy.”
Every single thing you do is your legacy to someone. Let’s say you farted on a train (I’m not
saying I did) and it stank up the entire car to the point where passengers injured themselves
trying to leave. Your fart would be your legacy. You may have gotten a good score on your
driver’s test or been employee of the month at a shoe store, but to those poor bastards, you
would be forever defined by a single unfortunate methane emission.
Some people try to create an instant legacy by buying one of those “Bucket List” books that list
1,001 things you need to do before you die. First, nobody has ever done 1,001 things ever.
Science has shown that you can do at most 13 things. Second, even if you did all 1,001 you
would never be remembered for ballooning over Paris or climbing Mt. Everest naked. Actually,
you would be remembered for climbing Mt. Everest naked. In fact, I’d climb Mt. Everest just to
see you climb it that way and I have two herniated discs plus bad knees.
In conclusion, you have no control over your legacy but you do have control over where you sit
on a train. So for God's sake, if you feel an unfortunate legacy coming on sit where no one can
remember it. And think about climbing Mt. Everest.

The Solution To All My Problems
I've realized that all my problems in life stemmed from the fact that I am not yet a man. I am
going to remedy this by having a Bar Mitzvah. Only then, will society and the Jewish religion
officially recognize me as such. I'm going to rent out the Sunset Room in the Sherman Oaks
Hilton. All are invited. Come out and celebrate my passing into manhood. We will have a really
Jewish time! You can hoist me up on a chair and dance around with me. We will serve bagels
and lox and matzoh ball soup. I'm also going to have one of those enormous pictures of me, or
maybe it will be a cartoon caricature of me for everybody to sign. Please bring a gift, valued at
least $100.
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STORY CORNER!!!
“Happier Endings”
When I was a kid, I used to get upset at the
endings of movies. Even if it was an “uplifting”
ending, where all the characters die but they
died for freedom or some crap like that, I would
still get pissed off. So I would often imagine
different endings, happier endings, in my mind. I
think you will agree these are pretty cute!
Bambi–Bambi's mother magically comes back to
life and Bambi discovers the ability to shoot
lasers from her eyes. She goes on a rampage
and murders of all the evil hunters, except the
one that shot her mom. She ties him up and
forces him to watch while she tortures his family.

totally kicks everyone's ass and then in the final
battle he beats up the evil King/Joaquin Phoenix
and becomes the new Emperor or something.
Unforgiven 2–Morgan Freeman magically
comes back to life and he teams up with Clint
Eastwood to kick Gene Hackman's ass. Then
they open a hotel in the Bahamas at a nudist
resort for sexy ladies. Any time the sexy ladies
rub suntan lotion on each other or kiss or have
sex, there's the sound effect like a spring being
sprung or Jack-in-the-Box or something to
indicate they get a boner and bang the hot
chicks or something. But in a classy way.

Glory–I’m magically inserted into this movie,
only I have like 50 guns and invincibility powers
that enable me to turn the tide of the battle. Me
and Ferris Bueller and all the black guys totally
kick the South's ass. In the dénouement, I go to
John Wilkes Booth's house and shoot him in the
face so that he can't kill Pres. Lincoln. I also
shoot his wife and his kids.

Return of the Jedi–Darth Vader rises from the
funeral fire and says, “oh shit Luke, you almost
burned up your Pops! Nah, JK!” He raises Luke
and Leia's kids as a kindly old grandfather. The
kids kind of turnout retarded because Luke and
Leia are brother and sister, but it is like a happy
retarded where they are always smiling all the
time. Han Solo doesn't mind because he turns
out to be gay or something and he hooks up with
Chewbacca.

Gladiator/Braveheart–In my mind, these are the
exact same movie so for the sake of brevity I will
combine them. Braveheart/Gladiator escapes the
jail or whatever where they are torturing him and

E.T.-E.T.’s spaceship blows up. I never liked this
stupid movie.

“Weather Or Not:
The Forecast According to the Who”
In their song Love Reign O'er Me The Who
state that, “only love can make it rain.” Oh
really, The Who? So you guys are weathermen
now? Are you members of the British
Meteorological Society? I've always found
England to be rather backward and fruity, but
even I had no idea that there actually aren’t any
weathermen in the whole country! It's just The
Who! Say you're in England and you want to
know what the weather is like. Here in America,
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you can just flip on the news, but over there
you have to dust off your old LP of
Quadrophenia. What a hassle. Especially since
The Who haven't released a new album in
ages. Luckily, it's not that big of a deal,
because it always rains in England. Man,
what's the deal with that country? Don't even
get me started! If you only took half of what
they spend on loafer lightener, you could feed
every starving kid in China 10 times over!*
*This figure is incorrect. The number is
really 9.8x

STORY CORNER!!! CONTINUED...
“Scabman!”
A superhero whose superpower is the ability to cross picket lines. He does this by being a master of
disguise. Each morning of the actor's strike, he would go down to the movie studio and join the picket
line. Nobody would be more vociferous in shouting at the nonunion actors who showed up for work.
But little did his fellow union actors know, that he was actually Scabman in disguise! Sometimes in the
middle of delivering a diatribe about the need for unity and the necessity of punishing those who
violate it, he would throw off his costume and run into the studio to get a quick hundred bucks amidst
the chorus of angry boos from the actors he had deceived. The next day, he would don a fake
mustache or a different hat or something (because let's be honest, most actors aren't that smart) and
repeat the whole process again, until the strike was settled and he returned to work with no one the
wiser, safe in his secret identity as mild-mannered Bea Arthur!
“The Three Amigos Are Back And Ready To
Kick Butt!!!”
“You can't do this!” She shrieked, “You're 34year-old man! You can’t just walk out on me?
And the children?!”
He grabbed the backpack with the supplies he
would need, nodded goodbye to his kids and
walked purposefully towards the door, where
he stopped and turned to his wife. “I'm not
going forever. I'll be back probably, when I find
Puff."
“You're not going to find Puff the Magic
Dragon. I keep telling you this. He doesn't
exist! This is crazy!”
He grabbed her by the shoulders and leaned in
to give her a quick peck on the cheek. “I know
you think this is crazy, but I can't leave him out
there, so sad and alone. He was just
abandoned by that god damn Jackie Paper!
And believe me, when me and Puff get ahold
of that guy, it'll be time for some serious
payback, Dragon–style!”
He turned from her and walked towards the
car, where he was again stopped by his wife.
“Please come back in the house. We'll get you
help. That is a fictional children's song, it's not
real life. Dragons don't exist. Have you thought
about where you are going to even look for
him??”
“Honey, we've been over this, it's all in the
song. He lives up by the sea. In a land called,
Honalee.”
There is no such place! It doesn't exist! Why
are you acting like this??” she screamed.
“Clara, you're being naïve. It's just a song. A
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She stared at him blankly.
“Honolulu! Look, let me explain something to
you. Sometimes they have to change the lyrics
of songs to make it rhyme or to protect the
identities of the subjects of the song. Imagine if
they told you exactly where to find a giant
magical Dragon. Everybody would be on this
quest! Come on, who's not going to jump at
that chance? Luckily, I figured it out first.” He
said with some pride.
Just then, their family physician exited his car
and strode across the lawn.
“Oh thank God, Dr. Miller! You came just in
enough time.”
“Thank God, indeed. Eric, before you leave,
just know this.”
I put my bag on the ground, resigned to at
least hear them out. “What is it, Dr. Miller?”
“If you think I'm letting you embark on this
journey without bringing me along, you really
are as crazy as your wife said you were!”
My wife looked on in horror and disbelief, as
the doctor and I shook hands and then
proceeded to high-five one another.
“Glad to have you aboard,” I said.
“You can't be serious? Has the whole world
gone crazy?”
“Apparently. If they are just going to let an
opportunity like this pass them by! I mean, a
fucking magical Dragon! How cool is that?!”
The doctor and I got into his Porsche and
drove straight to the airport to begin our
adventure.

SUICIDE CORNER!!!
Hey Kids - use the space below to plan out your ideal suicide
fantasy. Be creative! Extra points will be given for imagination.
Most of all, have fun!

Kids Think the Fucking Stupidest Things!
“My mom said not to take too many Flintstones
vitamins, because that's how Elvis died. He liked
the taste too much and couldn't stop eating them
and his tummy exploded!”–Sedona, age 5
“My big brother said butt sex is when 2 guys push
their butts together and fart and the fart goes in
the other one's butt”–Jennings, age 6
“If you swallow a watermelon seed, the seed will
grow a watermelon tree in your tummy!”
–Sonoma, age 7
“If you make a funny face and someone slaps you
on the back, your face will freeze in that position
forever!”–Sedona, age 7
“My dad said if I'm not a good boy and leave
cookies out by the Christmas tree, Santa will skip
our house and give all my toys to poor black kids
in Africa who will just probably sell them for drugs
or starve to death, because nothing grows in the
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desert! Everybody knows that! Why are they just
sitting around? They should get off their duffs and
move somewhere else! Anywhere! Literally
anywhere would be better than there! You know
how you can tell if a place is better? Look around
and if you see any square inch of land that isn't
covered with sand, you're there! Literally, if
anything you see is green, unpack your bags and
set up your tent or your hut and start playing with
Jayden's toys, cuz God dammit, you're there! The
promised land! Jesus Christ, I need a fucking
drink!”–Jayden, Age 6

TATTOO BOO HOO
-By Kyle McCulloch

Daytona Beach, Florida
Outlaw biker, Ratbag, is having
a bad day and its not because
his old lady shot up all his meth.
No, Ratbag is upset about
tattoo’s
“I’m 62 years old an’ I’ma
covered eyeball to asshole with
ink. It used to be what’s made
me diff’rent but now e’rybody
got a tattoo an’ I’m jes like
e’rybody else.”
Ratbag’s got a point. In 2006
tattoos had become
mainstream but it has continued
to grow in popularity and now
you are the outsider if you don’t
have one. The mark of
conformity for steroid fueled frat
boys and soused sorority
sisters is now the tribal
armband and the tramp stamp.
For hipsters it’s Ironic “0ld
school” swallows or stars or
perhaps a full sleeve of
whatever their shallow mind
considers “cool” at that
moment, which will cease to be
“cool” 27 minutes after it’s
finished. The lessening of a
tattoo’s uniqueness is disturbing
to Ratbag.
“I’ll be honest, like e’ryone else,
I use ta tell people I got a tat to
mark a special event in ma life
but really it were an excuse to
get some fucked up ink that
would shock the citizens. When
my son Ricky was born the first
thing I done was get a tattoo on
my Dick, cuz his given name
was Richard. So when I
showed my cock to a lady it
would say “RICH” an that would
get a laugh but then I’d get my
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dick all hard an shit and it would
say “RICHAR” and then I’d grab
it by the head and tug it a little
farther so’s you could pretty
much make out the “D” and
then I’d say “see it says
RICHARD, which is my son’s
name, an Richard, in the short
version, is Dick, which is why I
had it tattooed on my dick. An
usually the lady would laugh an
we’d do some meth and fuck. It
was a great ice breaker but now
it don’t do shit any more.”
Yes, Ratbag, tattoo’s don’t do
shit anymore. This 1 percenter
is now an 87 percenter as
surveys show that over 87% of
Americans have a tattoo. It has
made this once obvious rebel a
poster boy for the average and
it’s causing Ratbag a lot of
confusion.
“I were at the bank the other
day ta see about a loan fer a
new hog when up comes thes
woman a askin’ me about long
term dee-posits an’ rates a
return, an I’m like, ‘whad da
fuck lady, how should I know?
Do I look the fuckin’ bank
manager to you?’ Well, a
minute later I see the bank
manager and he’s got CHASE
tattooed on his neck, a big ol’
dollar sign on his face an a tear
by his eye for each year he
been at that branch. I felt like a
real asshole”
But it’s not just white collar
America that has rocked
Ratbags ink stained world.
There have also been shocking
developments closer to home.
“My mama is 81 an been a
church goer all her life. I went ta
visit her last April cuz ta show
her a spider I got inked on my

cheek. I figured it’d be funny ta
watch her flip out but when I
showed her the tat she didn’t
blink a eye. Instead she tells me
she just got a tattoo herself.
Well I’ll tell ya I nearly shit.
Then she stripped off her house
dress an showed me what she
got an it was a full size Jesus
down the left side of her body,
kinda like it was holdin’ on to
her, an his right arm went all a
way round her back an came
around the front so’s jesus was
a cuppin my mama’s titty while
his face was inked like he was a
suckin on her nipple. But that’s
not the most fucked up part.
Jesus’s left arm stretched down
her belly an his hand was a
sittin on top a her poon like she
was getting’ finger’d by the son
a God! And that’s when I shit
my pant’s. I mean lit’rally shit
my pants. An I’m like ‘mama
why’d you get a tattoo a jesus a
suckin on yer titty and fingerin’
your snatch?’ and she’s like
‘cuz jesus is suckin on the milk
of human kindness and Jesus is
all about love and when yer
daddy show me love that’s what
he all did. Why, what’s the big
deal?’ I didn’t know what to say
so I jes’ up an left. And also,
like I said, I shit my pants so I
wanted to clean up.”
With Ratbags world turned up
side down solutions are hard to
come by. Does Ratbag have
any ideas?
“Honestly I ain’t sure. I looked
in ta tattoo removal but it’s a
lotta ink to git rid a’ an it takes a
while. I think my best bet is a
cover up a my whole body. Jes
one big tattoo a skin on my
skin.”

INVENTOR’S CORNER!!!

There is a law in LA that those giant
billboards can only feature a small portion
of their total space with writing. The
majority of it has to be a picture. I guess
so you have to minimize the blatant
advertising part of it. My solution is to
create giant furry cartoon letters and
numbers, like you might have on Sesame
Street, that spell out the details of what
you are advertising. That way you could
advertise your product AND be able to
give people the information they need.
And if anybody objects, you could just
say, “Yo, Dingleberry! Those aren't letters,
they are just the new cartoon
spokesperson we are using in this ad
campaign for Oprah's Choice Brand
Colostomy Bags. I guess you would have
the same complaints if it was an
advertisement for Special K or Alpha Bits
cereal? Don't be such a spazoid!”

A car for people who hate nature and
the environment but don't like the
negative attention a car like a
Hummer or an Escalade draws. This
car looks like a Prius from the outside
but inside it works by stomping on a
baby penguin chicks and manatee
brains, turning them into a sludge
that is then mixed with coal to power
the engine which emits 400 times the
carbon dioxide of a normal
combustion engine and actually turns
the residue, which is deposited on
the streets, surreptitiously of course,
into toxic waste which is known to
cause over 35 different cancers with
minimum exposure time.

A device which tricks the GPS in your
phone into thinking that it is
somewhere you are not, so you can
just punch in the coordinates of
restaurants and concerts and events
to check into them on foursquare and
earn new badges or
accomplishments and you can brag
about where you’ve been. $12,000.
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